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L. INTRODUCTION

Decima Research is pieased to present this report to the Department of External Affairs

(DEA>) on the resuits of a nation-wide survey conducted between August 25 andi August
29, 1988. The survey probed attitudes and perceptions regarding the Canada-U.S. Free

Trade Agreement <FTA) among a disproportionate, randomly select'ed sample of 1 ,500
Canadian adults. The disproportionate sample was used so that a minimum of 100
interviews wouid be conducted in each province of the country. This would facilitate
interprovincial comparisons of Canadiansl attitudes on the various issues relating to

Canada-U.S. f ree trade explored in the survey.

The report is structured in the following manner. Following the Introduction, Chapters II
and 111 present a discussion on Canadians' overali levels of awareness, understanding and
familiarity with the Agreement, together with an analysis of the current levels of
support and opposition to the Agreement. Section& IV and V discuss Canadians'
perceptions of various economnic and socio-political effects of the FTA. The next section
explores the opinions of how the federal government is perceived to, have handled the
issue of free trade.

Section VII analyses views on which opinion leaders people are relying on most with
respect to f ree trade. This is followed by a discussion of Canadians' attitudes toward the
effects of the Free Trade Agreement on Canada's fresh water resources. Preceding the
"Summary ancd Concélusions" segment of the report, Chapter IX presents an overview of
the major' demographic differences in opinion regarding eacii of the issues expiored in
the survèy.

A regional anatysis of the data bas been cornpleted and the. significant differences are
noted where appropriate.

Reference la made throughout the report to results from previous surveys of Canadians'
attitudes toward the FTA conducted for the. Department by Decima Research. This
structure permits the identification and analysis of the. differences of opinion in the. most
recent survey resuits.
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IL. ATTENTPIENESS AND UNDERSTANDING 0F THE CANADA-U.S. FTA

A. Attentiveness and Understandîng

Overali, as Table 1 shows, Canadians feel free trade with the United States is a complex

issue. Although atmost hall (46%) of the survey respondents feel that they are following

the free trade discussions with the United States closely, only 28% feel that they

uriderstand the issue as %W1 as they wouid like to.

Table 1

ATTENTIVENESS AND UNDERSTANDING

JUNE AUGUST OCTOBER MAY AUGUST

1987 1987 1987 1988 1988

FOLLOWING DISCUSSIONS
ON FREE TRADE

Closely 41 42 56 46 46
Not closely 59 59 44 53 54

UNDERSTAND THE ISSUE
AS WELL

Yes 24 23 N/A 28 28
No 76 75 N/A 72 71

Note: Numbers may flot add to 100% due to rounding.

Table' i aso shows that over the past 14 months, Canadians have become only marginally
more attentive to the discussions about f ree trade with the United States. Only the

October 1987 survey, when the deal was f irst signed, records a greater proportion of the
respondents indkcating that they were following the discussions closely (56%). Resuits
trou, botb the May 1988 survey and this survey show that the percentage of respondents
who say that they are tollowing the free trade discussions closely has fallen 10% since
October 1987.

One possible reason for this apparent lack of attentiveness to the f ree trade discussions
may be that many Canadians are uncomfortable with their present level of understanding
of tree trade. As bas been stated above, only 28% ot respondents tee! that they
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understand the issue as weIl as they would like to. While there has a beeri a slight

increase sirice June 1987 in the percentage of respondents who do feel they understand

the issue as weil as they wouid like to, there has been virtually no change since the last

sounding taken in May.

Not surprisingly, Cariadians who, say they understand the issue are more likely than

average to say they are following the discussions ciosely (63%).

The only area of the country in which respondents' opinions appear to dif fer f rom the

Caniadian average with respect to these responses is Toronto. A higher than average

percentage of Torontonians dlaim to be following the discussions on free trade very

closely (22%), and feet they understand the issue of free trade as well as they would like

to (36%).
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HL FAMILARITY AND SUPPORT

A. famiiarity With the Contents of the Deal

The August survey resuits continue to, show that a high percentage of Canadians are

unfamiliar (70%) wîth what is contained in the Free Trade Agreement with the United

States.

As Table 2 illustrates, this situation has flot improved over the past year, and there is

some indication that familiarity with the contents of the FTA has actuaily deteriorated.

This deterioration is ýmost notable in terms of the intensity of opinion. One-in-five

Canadiens now say that they are wnot familiar at ail" with the contents of the deal
compared ta only one-in-ten (l11%) who indicated this in October of 1987.

Table 2

FAMILIARITY WITH THE CONTENTS 0F THE
CANADA-U.S. FREE TRADE AGREEMENT

*Key: 1) Wave 1 Nov 12-1%, 1987 1l) Wave Il Nov 25-Dec 4, 1987
III) Wave HlI Dec 8-16, 1987

OCTOBER NOVEMBER/DECEMBER MAY AUGUST
1987 I il 111 1988 1988

% ~ ~ 4 q6 9 9 -F-

FAMILIARITY WITH WHAT
15 CONTAINED IN
AGREEMENT

Very familiar 5 4 3 2 3 4
Familier 31 31 28 28 28 27
Not familier 52 53 55 55 51 50
Not famiiarat ail 1l 12 14 14 17 20"

* Key epplies to ail tables throughout report.

Consistent with the May resuits, those respondents who indicate that they are familier
with the contents of the free irade deal are more supportive (60%) af the deal and are
more intense in their support (17%, strongly support) than ae those who are not famillar
with the. dealls contents.
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B. Support/Opposition to the Free Trade Agreement

The overall support levels for the FTA have remained unchanged since December 1987.

As Table 3 illustrates, the variations in support levels have occurred on the regional level

as opposed to the aggregate national level. Among Canadians overail, the real movement

has been among those who oppose the deal.

Table 3

SUPPORT FOR FREE TRADE BY REGION

AUG- OCTO- NOV AUG- CONFID-
JUNE UST BER /DEC MAY UST ENCE
1987 1987 1987 1 Il Il 1988 1988 INTERVAL

GOOD IDEA/
SUPPORT FREE TRADE
AGREEMENT

National average 50 50 48 46 46 51 il 50 3.4

British Columbia 63 52 57 62 59 64 45 50 8.7
Prairies 47 50 49 44 49 50 50 46 5.8
Ontario 41 37 37 33 32 35 40 39 5.8
Balance of Ontario 38 34 35 33 32 32 39 39 6.8
Toronto 47 43 42 33 32 42 42 39 10.3
Quebec 52 64 59 56 55 65 67 64 5.8
Atlantic region 51 45 49 48 48 49 51 48 5.0

Opposition to the FTA has declined from 43% in May to 39% in August, while support is

unchanged. While this decline does not represent a major shift in public attitudes toward

the deal, it does appear to indicate that the volatility of the opposition to the deal is

somewhat greater than is the support. The current drop in opposition has not lead to an

increase in support for the deal, but has meant that a greater number of respondents in
August as compared to past surveys appear to have taken a more neutral stand on the

FTA. This situation is indicated by the increase of 5% since May 1988 in the number of
people who say they have no opinion about the FTA.

Notably, there has been no change in the percentage of respondents who strongly oppose
(11%) the FTA despite the decline in the overall opposition.
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As has been the case in the resuits fromn past surveys, there are a number of distinct

regional variations in the support level for *the FIA. The distinctions, however, have

remained for the most part unchanged over the past few months.

Notable changes in the regional levels of support for the deai are as follows:

o After an apparent steep decline in the leveis of support for the FIA in British

Columbia was recorded from December 1987 to May 1988 (64% to 45%), an increase

in the support levels has emerged in thîs survey (50%). Although this level of support

is stili not what it was in late 1987t it does represent somewhat of a rebound toward

previously recorcled levels.

o There has been a siight decline since May ini the support levels for the Free Irade

Agreement in the Prairies; however, this has occurred mainly in Manitoba (36%6 vs
43% in May) and to a lesser degree in Saskatchewan (41% versus 45% in May). A

higher than average level of no opinion exists in both provinces (16% and 17%
respectively). The majority of respondents iii Alberta stiti support the FTA (59%).

o Support for the FIA in Newfoundland continues to decline. Since June of 1987

support for the FIA in the province has dropped f rom 64% to just 49%.

o Quebec residents continue to be the most supportive (64%) of the deal, while

Ontarians are stili the ieast supportive (39%).

C. Likelihood of Changing Present Opinion of the FTA

When asked how likely they think it would b. that they would change their current

opinion on the FIA, 58% of respondents indicate that they are "flot likely" to change

their vievi. More t?,mi one-in-five respondents indicate that it is "flot likely at al' that

they would change their opinion of the deal. The percentage of Canadians who indicate
that they are likely to change their present opinion bas declined slightly since May (37%
in August vs 41% in May). Overail, however, the likeiihood of Canadians changing their
opinion of the FIA bas remained unchanged since May.
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As ini May, current survey resuits appear to show that the supporters of the deal continue

to be more Iikeiy than the oppoflents to change their opinion of the deal. In reality,

however, and as has been suggested above, this has flot been the case since May. The

resuits would suggeSt that in tact the opposite is the case, as opposition to the deal has

declined (causing an increase in the percentage of respondents with no opinion on the

FIA), while support has remained unchanged from May.

D. Likelihood of Supporting the FIA if it Benefits Canada More Than it Does Your Own

Province

Consistent with the May resuits, it wouid appear that Canadians have become more self-

interested over the past year, at least with respect to the potential, effects of the FIA.

Support for the deal, if respondents were told it would benefit Canada more than their

own province, is lower than it was in June of 1987 (44% in August 1988 versus 51% in

June 1987). As Table 4 shows, this self-interest is more prominent in some provinces than

it is In others.

Table 4

FREE TRADE SUPPORT IF AGREEMENT BENEFITS
CANADA MORE THAN YOUR PROVINCE

3UNE 1987 MAY 1988 AUGUST 1988

Canada 51 41 44

British Columbia 63 54 44
Prairies 52 46 49
Ontario 54 44 51
Quebec 44 30 32
Atlantic 50 36 36

The regional analysis identifies Quebec respondents as the most self -interested of

Canadians ti the above context. Although they remain the most supportive (64%) of the

deal overail, they would be least supportive (32%) of the deal if it were to benef it

Canada more than Quebec. Atlantic Canadians seem to display similar levels of

self -interest.





Also of note is that Ontario respondents, who are the Ieast supportive of the FTA, appear

to be the Ieast seif-.interested, with 51% supporting the deal îf it were to benefit the rest

of the country more than than it would Ontario.

E. Perceived Importance of Passing the FIA Legislation Before 3anuary lst, 1989

Resuits for a question asking how important it is that -the FTA legisiation be passed

before the 3anuary 1, 1989 deadline, have a distribution that is very simitar to that of the
basic support and opposition question. Overai, Canadians appear to be only slightly more
lîkely to say that it is important (53%) to, meet the deadtine as they are to say it is not
important (46%).

Not surprisingly, 72% of those who, support the deai believe that passing the bill before

the deadline is important,, while 67% of those who oppose the bill feel it is not
important.





IV. ANTICIPATED EFFECTS 0F FREE TRADE

A. General Views

Respondents! views as to the anticipated ef fects of the FIA were probed through the

preseritatiori of a series of statemnents presenting possible consequences of the FIA.

Respondents were asked to indicate their level of agreement or disagreemnent with each

statement on a scale between -5 and +5, where +5 meant that they strongly agree with

the statement and -5 meant they strongly disagreed with the statemnent.

The aggregate resuitsfor two of these statements appear in Table 5.

Table 5

GENERAL PERCEPTIONS 0F IHE FTA

PERCENTAGE AGREE GAMMA CORRELATION

May AuRstMay August

Canada may become more like the
States in some areas, but Canadians
themselves wiIi not become like
Americans as a resuit of free tracfe 66 66 .576 .539

The Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement
is nothing more thari an economic
agreement.-between the two countries -56 -. 472

As Table 5 suggests, a majority of Canadians (66%) continue to agree that the FIA will

flot mean that Canadians will become like Americans. This resuit is unchanged from the
May 1988 finding. Oniy 25% of respondents disagree with this statement, and

concomitantîy, these respondents are considerably more likely to oppose (64~%) the FIA.

August survey respondents were asked whether they agree or disagree that the
Canada-U.S. FIA is onty an economîic agreement between the two countries. A smali
majority (56%) of Canadians agree that this is indeed the case.





One-in-three Canadians disagree that the deal is oniy an economic agreemnent, a resuit

that perhaps beilles the concerns of these people about the deai's potential e! fects on

Canadian sovereignty. In fact, those who disagree with this statemerit are

disproportionatey found among the respondents who oppose (61%>) the deal.

B. Overail Economic Effects

As has been stated in previous research, Canadians' opinions about the FTA are centred

around two criteria: the percelved economic effects o! the deal; and the expectations o!

the dealls effects on Canada's independence and sovereignty. The resuits for the August

survey indicate that these continue to be the main determinates of support or opposition

to the FTA.

One of the ways in which the perceived economic effects are probed is through a series

o! questions which seek to determine the respondents' perceptions o! the ef fects o! the

deal on the national and provincial economies, as well as on individuals' own economnic

weil-being. Aggregate results for these questions from November 1987 through August

1988 appear in Table 6.

Table 6

PERCE! VED ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF CANADA-U.S. FREE TRADE

PERCENTAGE
SAYING GOOD THING

Current
Nov/Dec May August Gamma*

I Ili11 1988 1988 Correlation

THE FREE TRADE
AGREEMENT 15 A GOOD
THING FOR...

The Canad1an economy 53 56 58 38 59 .904

Your provincial economy 53 55 57 57 59 .902

Economic well-being of
you and your !amily 56 55 39 60 58 .898

* The larger the Gamma statistic the more closely associated the two attributes,
with a perfect correlation being +1.0 or -1.0. The plus/minus sign indicates the
direction of association.
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The results show that there continues to be a consistent majority of respondents who feel

that the effect of the Agreement will be positive for the national economny (59%), their

provincial economy (59%) and for the economic weil-being of themnsetves and their family

(58%). These resuits have remained virtualiy unchanged since December 1987.

As has been reported in the findings from previous waves of the research, these

perceived economic effects of the deal are strongly related to support and opposition to

the Agreement. lllustrating this association are the high Gamma (FN for WP) measures

(indicated in Table 6) that were obtained for the association between those who support

or oppose the. Agreement and expectations as to the deai's effects on the Canadian

economy (.904), the respondents' provincial economy (.902), and the respondents' personal

economic well-being (.898). As these Gamma measures suggest, there is almost a

perfect relationship between perceptions of economic effects of the Agreement and

support or opposition to it.

Regional dit ferences do exist in the. above results. Tiiose respondents living in Ontario

and Quebec exhibit the greatest variance from the average. Quebec respondents are

considerably more optimistic about the. deals et fects on the. national economy (74% say

deal would be good) and on their provincial economy (72%). In terms of the FTA's ef fects

on personal economic well-being, 70% of Quebecers feel that the deal will b. a good

tiiing. Alberta residents also show a greater likelihood of saying that the free trade deal

will be good tiiing for the. Canadian (68%), and their provincial economy (71%), as weIl as

their own personal economic well-being (69%).

The area of the country in whicii respondents appear to have remained 1.55 than

convinced that the. deal will b. a good tiiing economically is Ontario. An equal number of

Ontarians indicate that the. deal will b. a bad thing (48%) for the. national economy as

indicate it will b. a good thing (48%). Ontarians are also more likely to say tiiat they

feel that the. deai will b. a bad thing for both their provincial economy (47%) and their
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respondentsi opinions have occurred. In Manitoba, the number of respondents who now

believe that the deal wilt be good for either the nation's economy (48%) or for their

provincial economy (35%) bas dropped since May (from 55% and 57% respectively).

Despite, this drop in the percentage of respondents who feel that the deal will be a good

thing, there has flot been an increase in the number of respondents who feel the deal will

be a bad thing for eîther the national or their provincial economies or for themselves.

Instead, a large number of Manitoba respondents have "no opinion" to each of the three

questions deaiing with expectations of economiîc effects. This f inding seems to be in âne

with the increase in no opinion found to exiat on the ballot question for f ree trade as

indicated earlier. It also further underlines the linkage between the anticipated

economic: effects; of free trade and support or opposition for the deal.

C. Securing Canada's Future

One of the new questions that was tested in May 1988 asked respondents whether or not

they agreed that the FTA will heip secure Canada's economnic future. As Table 7 below

suggests, a sllm majorîty of respondents, in both May and August agree with the

statement. Not surprising is the fact that fully three-quarters of those who agree with

this statement are also supporters of the Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement.

Table 7

THE FTA AND CANADAIS ECONOMIC FUTURE

PERCENTAGE AGREE

May 1988 Auus 988
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D. Specif ic Antîcîpated Ef fects

While a majorîty, aibeit a slîm one, anticipate positive general effects of the FIA,

perceptions of specIfic possible outcomes or consequences of free trade are flot, in every

case, so positive. As in May, and in previous surveys respondents were asked to consîder

a number of possible outcomes or consequences of free trade and asked to indicate the

extent to which they feel these outcomes are likely to occur. The responses to these

statements appear in Table 8, which also includes data from previous surveys conducted

over the past year.
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Table8

ANTICIPATED EFFECTS 0F FREE TRADE -- AGGREGATE RESULIS

PERCENTAGE SAYING
SOMEWHAT LIKELY/VERY LIKELY

August
1987

October
1987

Whether we will be
able to mairitain current
goverriment programs
such as UI anid heaith
insurance 6

Whether Canadian businesses
will be capable of taking
advantage of any opportunity
that free trade with the
States offers

Whether prices for most
consumer goods in Canada
wiil generally b. lower 61

Whether our economy wili
become so closely tied to
the U.S. economy that w
graduaiiy lose our abitity
to make our own
decisions&

Whether overali there
wilI be more jobs gained
tkMi mart in P-2nmru i

November/
December

69 67 71

1988

67

1988

68

66 69 71

64 63 59





This table presents a number of resuits that have remained for the most part constant

over the past year. [t also shows the resuits to a new statement used for the first time in

this survey. The major f indings of note are as fol lows:

o Concerns over whether current social programs such as unemployment insurance and

heaith insurance continue to be minimal, as 68% of respondents feel that these
programs are llkely to be maintained.

o Although no previous survey results are available to make comparisons against, a

clear majority (68%) of respondents feel that it is likeiy that "Canadian businesses
wiil be capable of taking advantage of any opportunities that f ree tracte with the

United States of fers."'

o As in previous surveys, about two-thirds of ail Canadians believe the prices of

consumer goods wili likely faîl under free trade.

o On the 1.88 positive side, Table 8 shows that a majority of Canadiens (59%) are

concerned about the likelihood of the Canadien economy being s0 closely tied to the
American economy that Cenada's independence wiii gradually erode.

o There remains an equai division between those who think it is likeiy (49%) and those

who think it is unlikely (48%) that the number of jobs which are produced by free
tracte w ilI be greater than the number of jobs thet wiii b. iost.

o A siight majority (54%) o! Canadians feel that it is unlikely thet the free tracte deal
will mean that "the poorer regions of the country wiii b. better off than they
otherwise would b. This resuit has for the most part remained unchenged since the
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identifies the correlation betweeri the perceived likeiihood of each consequence anid

support or opposition to the deal. Also Iisted are the Gamma correlations for each

consequence whîch have been obtained f rom the crosstabular analysis.

Table 9

ANTICIPATED EFFECIS OF FREE TRADE -- CORRELATIO4 ANALYSIS

CORRELAT ION
GAi44

Oct. Nov./D.c
1987 I Il Ili

May Aug.
1988 1988

Oct.
1987

CORRELAT ION
COEFFICIENT

Nov ./O.c.
il Ili

May Aug.
1988 1988

Whethr we wilI
b. able to malntaln
current governalent
progrum such as
UI and health
Insurance .459 .551 .525 .550 .574 .577

Whether prices
for must consuier
goods ln Canada
wiII g.n.raîly b.
lower .324 .320 .306 .336 .389 .427

Whether our oconomy
wIII becoue so
closely ti.d ta the
U.S. ecoflony that
we wiII gradually
lose our abLlity
to make aur own

decisions -.648 -.708 -.702 -.739 -.715 -.685

.069 .179 .123 .092 .106 .109

.076 .079 .060 .046 .083 .110

-.201 -.200 -.205 -.258 -.253 -.256
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Table 9 -- Continued

CORRELAT ION
GA~4A

Oct.
1987

Nov./Dec.
Il1 Ii

May Aug.
1988 1988

Whether overalI there
wiII be more jobs
gained than lost in
Canada .622 .662 .630 .632 .690 .699

Oct.
1987

CORRELATION
COEFFICIENT

Nov./Dec. May Aug.
I1 IiI 1988 1988

.181 .224 .174 .175 .176 .248

Whether many
American compenles
wili close their
plants in Canada -.292 -.337 -.388 -.427

Whether Canadians
will have higher
incomes than they
do now

-. 331 -. 374

.462 .534 .560 .526 .537 .504

NS * ** *u m*

.057 .109 .153 .145 .061

• Each Issue statement was correlated with overall support for the Free Trade Agreement. The
larger the Gama statistic, the more closely associated the two attributes.

* The standardized regression co-efficient Indicates the nature of the relationship between
each possible consequence and overali support for the Free Trade Agreement. The larger the
number, the more closely associated that particular variable is to attitudes toward the Free
Trade Agreement.

"* Indicates that the relationship between the independent variable and attitudes about the
Free Trade~Agreeeont is statistically Insignificant.

The data in Table 9 reveal a continuation of the strength of association between those
who support or oppose the deal and those perceived economic and independence effects
of the Agreement which had been reported in previous surveys. Other observations of
note from the table are as follows:

-. 085

.063





o The second most important consideration of the public in assessing the FIA appears

to be the concern over whether there wiil be more jobs gained than lost in Canada as
a resuit of free trade with the U.S. The strength of this consideration as a
determinant of support and opposition to the FTA appears to have taken on a greater
degree of importance since May.

o- Concern over whether or not the country's poorer regions will be better off under the
FTA than they othérwise would be bas also become a major consideration for the
public in their assessments of the Agreement.

The strength of association of most/of the other consequences with support or opposition

to the FIA bas remained basically unchanged from the previous survey.

E. Regional Differences in Anticipated Effects

The main regional differences in respondents' perceptions of the Iikelihood of the above
anticipated et fects exist mainly in Quebec and Ontario. Some Prairie residents aiso
express cilfferent perceptions of the likelihood of certain consequences than do Canadians
on average.

A summary of the major differences of opinion in these areas are listed below:

Ontario - Asý has been the case in each of the surveys, Ontarians dîsplay a greater
degree of pessimism about the deails possible economic ef fects:

o While the percentage of Canadians who think that there.will be more jobs gained than
lost as a resuit of free trade has remained relatively constant since October 1987, the
percentage of Ontario residents feeling this way has steadily grown (from 399% to
44%). Atthough this is stili less than the national average, it does represent a
narrowing of the wgapw between Ontario residents' opinions and those of Canadians on
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o The întensÎty with which Ontario residents express their perceptions of the possible

resuits of the FTA dif fer in a number of cases from those of Canadians overali. While
31% of Canadians on average think that higher Canadian incomnes are a very unlikely

outcome of the Free Trade Agreement, 44% of Ontario residents feel this way.

o Ontario residents are aiso more apt than Canadians overail to indicate that it wiîll be
very iikeIy (4.5% vs. 34%) that the free trade deal wiil mean that the CanaciIan

economy will become so, closely tied to the American economy that Canada wili
gradually lose its ability to make its own decisions.

Quebec -- The residents of Quebec continue to be the most optimistic about the effects

of the Free Trade Agreement. The percentage of Quebecers who feel that it wiIl be

iikeiy that there wil be more jobs gained than lost as a resuit of the Agreement remains

higher than average (.56% vs. 49%). Quebecers are also more apt to feel that the FTA
wiIl llkely (32%) bring about higher incomes for Canadians.

Prairies - Similar to the resuits of the most recent surveys, a higher than average

number of Prairie resporidents say they believe that it will be unlikely (64%) that U.S.
plants in Canada will close. At the same time, eight-in-ten Prairie residents -- compared

to only seven-in-.ten Canadians - feel that it wiil be unlikely that the Agreement will
resuit in higher Canadian incomes.
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V. ECONOMIC AND INDEPENDENCE ISSUES

A. OvervÎew

As îndîcated above, the past surveys have shown that the public is swayed by two main

determining factors when deciding to support or oppose the FTA. Thèse two

considerations are:

1. Economic effects - the perceived effects of the Agreement on the Canadian and

provincial economies and in particular the possible effects on jobs in Canada; and

2. Canadian Independence and Identity Concerns - whether Canadians wiIl retain their

ability to make their own decisions.

This section of the report discusses the resuits of the questions that probed the various

perceived ef fects of the free trade deal on Canadian economics and independence.

B. Jobs versus American Influence

One of the questions that has been asked of respondents in each of the surveys conducted

over the last year probed the publics perceptions on whether the jobs that may be

produced by the Agreement are more important than limiting the degree of American

influence on the Cahadiari economy.

The results for this question over the past year are displayed in Table 10.





Table 10

JOBS AND AMERICAN INVESTMENT

]UNE
1987

AUGUSI
1987

OCTOBER
1987

NOV../
DEC.

fi

The jobs which may be
created by increased
Americari investment
in Canada are not
as important as
limiing merican
influence in the
Canadian economy

The jobs created by
increased American
investment in Canada
are more ime2tant

influence in the
Canadian economy

39 38 35 35

59 58 62 62 56

* No opinion not shown.

A perusal of Table 10 wouid suggest that the public is more likely (56%) to feel that the

jobs that are potentially going to resuit from f ree trade are more important than
restrictlng Amnerican influence on the Canadian economy. This opinion has remained
relatively constant over the past year. It would appear that the number of Canadians
who feel that the jobs created by increased investment by American companies as a
resuit of free trade are not as important as restricting American influence on the

MAY
1988

AUGUSI
1988





disproportioflately high. The current resuits show, however, that this trend has only

continued ini Newfoundland (67%). Residents of Metro Toronto continue to be more

likely to believe that the jobs which may be created by free trade are flot as important

(52%) as restricting Amnerican influence on the Canadian economy.

Given that the currerit unemployment rate in the country is highest in Newfoundland and

Iowest is in Toronto, the above resuits are flot unexpected.

C. Free Trade and Canadian Independence

To further ascertain CanadiansI opinions about how they feel the FTA wiil af fect

Canada's independence, the survey asked respondents whether or flot the FTA would

strengthen or weaken Canada's ability to play an ifidependent role in the worid. As Table

11 illustrates, CanadiansI opinions on this issue have flot changed to any great degree

over the Past year or so.

Table 11

FREE TRADE AND CANADIAN INDEPENDENCE

OCTOBER NOV./DEC. MAY AUGUST
1987 1 il Ili 1988 19889w "T-
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These data show that the public is split fairly evenly on this matter. Slightly Iess than

haif (45%6) of Canadîans feel that the deal will enable Canada to'continue to play an

independent rote in the world by strengthening its economny. 3ust over haif (53%) of

Canadians think that the deal wiIl weaken Canada's abitity to act independently in the

worid as the country will be tied so closely to the United States.

Consistent with the resuits of previous surveys, views on this question are strongly

related to overail support for the deal. FuIly eighty percent (80%) of those who f eel that

the deal will strengthen Canada's roie in the world also support the deal. Two-thirds of

those who feel that the Agreement wîll weaken the countrys ability to play an

independent role in the world oppose the agreement.

D. Effect of the FTA on the Canadian Identity

The extent to whkch the public is concerned about the Agreement's cf fects on Canadian

identity was measured by askîng respondents whether they feel that:

1. We should not have f ree' trade because it wilI mean the end of those government

measures that protect Canadian identity; or,

2. We should b. confident enough about the FTA because Canada's identity is now strong

enough that it no longer needs as much protection through government measures.

The aggregate resuits are shown in Table 12.
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Table 12

EFFECT 0F THE FTA ON CANADIAN IDENTITY

OCTOBER MAY AUGUSI
1987 1988 1988

We shoutd flot have free trade
because it will mean the end
of some of those goverfiment
measures which protect Canadas
identity and make us different
from the U.S. 44 45 43

Other people say that w. should
be confident enough about the
Free Trade Agreement because
Canada's identity is now strong
enough that we no longer need
as much protection though
government measures 56 53 53

No opinion -22

The resuits are once again split similar to basic support and opposition for the deal.

Those who believe that Canada's identity is strong enough that the deal will flot affect it

are more likely (76% versus 50%) to support the deal. One the other hand, those who

think the Agreement wilI mean the end of those measures that keep our identity strong

being more likely (74% versus 40%) to oppose the deai. The results also exhibit the same

degree of _stability as the support and opposition numbers have over the past few

surveys. These resuits further underline the strong relationship between perceptions of

the FTA's effects on Canadian independence and support or opposition to the deal.
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VI. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT MANAGEMENT

Perceptions of how the public views the federal government's handling of the free trade

issue were determined by obtaining their opinions on a number of issue statements. The

responses give an indication of how the public feels the government has handled the

negotiations, prepared for the changes the Agreement may bring, and kept the public

informed.

Table 13 preserits the aggregate resuits for those respondents who agree with the issue

statement presented to them. The table also presents' Gamma correlation values for
these statements and support of or opposition to the deai.





Table 13

PERCEPTIONS OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT MANAGEMENT
AND OBJECTIVES REGARDING FREE TRADE

PERCENTAGE
AGREE

Nov/Dec
I Il III

May
1988

GAMMA
CORRELATION

August
1988

Nov/Dec
1 I1

May
III 1988

I see the free trade deal
with the Americans as part
of a general effort by the
government to improve
Canada's trade situation
with countries around the
world.

From what Pve heard or
read, Canada gave away
too much to the
Americans in the Free
Trade Agreement

Im concerned that free
trade is only going to
increase tensions among
regions and groups in
Canada

63 59 63

63 60 37

59 58 56

63 65 .676 .647 .689 .511 .717

58 52 -. 591 -. 670 -. 641 -.573 -. 658

58 53 -.524 -.615 -.615 -.463 -.564

39 45 - - .1

August
1988

.717





There continues to b. a general perception held by about two-thirds of Canadians, that

the Canadian government has entered into this trade deal with the United States in a
general effort to improve Canada's trade situation around the worid. This fact is

important in that it shows that even some of those Canadians who oppose the deal
believe that the governmenit's motive for entering into a deal is a positive one.

There is, on the other hand, a slim majority of Canadians who stili feel that the
government is giving away too much to the Americans in the FTA, although the number
of Canadians who feel this is the case has dropped 10% since November 1987 and 6%
since May. Similarly, the number of Canadiens who agree that the free trade deal is
going to increase tensions among different regions in the country has declined 5% since
May (f rom 58% to 53%).

A large majority of Canadiens stîli disagree (65%) that the federal government has
provided the Canadien people with enough information about the Free Trade Agreement.

mhis is by fer the lowest rating the governiment receives with respect to its management
of the FTA.

People are still more likely disagree with the statement that the federai government wiII
provide those harmed by the effects of free trade with enough assistance. The gap
between the number who feel this and those who agree that the government wiIl provide
an eppropriate amount of assistance has narrowed since May. In fact, almost an equal
number of respondents currently agree (45%) as disagree (47%) that the federal
government wili provide enough assistance to those harnied by the effects of the
Agreement.
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The important point for the government to remember in this regard is something that

both past quantitative and qualitative research lias shown -- that while Most Canadians

may want to begin preparing to take advantage of the Agreement's opportunit les, they

also appear to feel that the continuing debate over the deal should flot be unduly

restricted.

Regionally, Quebec respondents are the only ones to give significantly differerit

responses to any of the above statements. In particular, they are more apt to agree (53%)

that the federai government wiil provide enougli assistance to those harmed by the

effects of free trade and more likely to agree (35%) that the federal government has

provided the Canadian people with enougli information about the Agreement.





VIL FREE TRADE OPINION LEADERS

This survey and past research has clearly indicated that Canadians do not feel that they
have been provided with enough information about the Free Trade Agreement from the

federal government. To obtain the further information that they need, Canadians are

turning to other authoritative sources of opinion on the Agreement. In August as in

previous conducted surveys, people were asked the following question: "Thinking about

the various people whose opinions you respect on the Free Trade Agreement, whose

opinion are you relying on most in making up your mind about the Free Trade Agreement

since it was signed?" Resuits for this question appear in Table 14.

Table 14

FREE TRADE OPINION LEADERS

NOV./
AUGUST OCTOBER DEC. MAY AUGUST

1987 1987 I Il III 1988 1988

OPINION RELYING ON MOST
IN MAKING UP MIND ABOUT
THE FREE TRADE AGREEMENT

Economists and other
specialists 40 25 23 22 21 22 20

Business leaders 20 15 14 13 15 15 16
News media - 13 29 32 30 32 31 31
Federal government leaders 9 11 9 10 12 10 12
Provincial government leaders 6 11 11 12 11 7 10
Labourleaders 8 6 6 6 6 9 7

The resuits for this survey show no shifts in who Canadians say they are relying on most
to help make up their minds about the FTA. As has been the case since October of 1987,
the news media and economists are being relied on most for the information and ooinions
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Agreement. Gîveri the complexity of many of the arguments, both for and against the

deai, which economiîsts have developed and which have been articulated, it is flot

surprising that the average person is more tikely to turri to the media for information on

f ree trade.

Those with vested interests ini the outcome of the free trade debate -- polit ical leaders

and labour leaders - continue to be seen as the least credihle sources of information.

Residents of Metro Toronto are less iikely to claim they rely on the news media than are

other Canadians (22% vs. 31% respectively) anmd more likely to rely on economists and

specialists (25% vs. 20% respectively).





VIL CANADIAN VATER RESOURCES AND THIE FTA

A. inclusiof of Water in the FTA and Amendments to the Agreement

Since the time of the last survey, one issue that seems to, have grown ini salience is that

of Canadals fresh water resources and the effects f ree trade wili have on them. To

measure Canadiansl perceptions of the FTA's effects on water, a number of new

questions were posed. Respondents were askecf the fotlowing:-

o To the best of your knowledge, are Canadas f resh water resources included or
flot included in the Canada-U.S. Free Tracte Agreement?

o H-ave you seen, read or heard anything about the federal goverfiment changins
the free tracte legisiation currently before Parliament to deal with the issue of
fresh water exports to the United States?

o Some people say that these amendments ensure that Canadals fresh water
resources are not included in thie Agreement.

Other people say that these amendments do nothing to protect Canadals fresh
water and that water is included in the Agreement. Thinking of these two
points of view, wIiich one best reflects your own?

Table 15 reveais Canadians' opinions on whether fresh water resources are included in the

Agreement.





Table 15

WATER RESOURCES AND THE FTA

AUGUST
1988

ARE CANADAIS FRESH WATER RESOURCES
INCLUDED OR NOT INCLUDED
IN THE CANADA-U.S. ETA?

Not inciuded 52
[ncluded 35
No opinion 13

AWARENESS 0F FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'5
AMENDMENTS TO FTA LEGISLATION TO DEAL WITH
ISSUE 0F FRESH WATER EXPORTS TO THE U.S.

Yes 35
No 64
No opinion 1

While just over hall (52%> of the population believe that Canada's fresh water resources

are not included, 35% of Canadians believe that the fresh water resources are incleed

inctuded in the Agreement. A number of Canadians are not really sure of whether or flot

water is included in the Agreement, which is reflected in the 13% of respondents who

have no opinion to this question.

Those respondents who feel that water is included in the Agreement are more likely to

oppose (49%) the Agreement than are Canadians on average (39%).

Table 15 also gives the aggregate results for the question that probed awareness of the

federal government's amendments to the agreement regardirig water. Just over one-third





0f interest in terms of regiotial variations in the awareness, Toronto residents are more

likely (48%> than average (35%) to say they are aware of the amendments to the FIA

legisiatiori.

After beirlg told that in fact the federal government had amended the f ree trade

legisiation to prohîbit the export of of fresh water to the United States, respondents

were then asked whether they think:

1. These amendments ensure that Canada's f resh water resources are flot included in the

Agreement; or

2. These amendments do nothing to protect Canada's fresh water and that water is

included in the Agreement.

The aggregate results for this question appear below in Table 16.

Table 16

VIEW ON WATER RESOURCES AND THE FTA WHEN
INFORMED OF~ AMENDMENTS TO FTA ENABLING L.EGISLATION

PERCENTAGE

These amendments ensure that Canada's fresh water
resources are flot included in the Agreement 50

These arnendments do nothing to protect Canadas
fresh water and that water is included in the
Agreement 43

No opinion





IX. MAJOR DEMOGRAPHIC DIFFENCES

Sex, educatiofi and age continue to account for the main lemnographic differences on

opinions regarding the Canada-U.S. Free Irade Agreement. Below is a summary of these

dîf ferences.

A. Sex

The sex gap that had been eviclent in the resuits of previous surveys that suggested that

women were generally botb less supportive of and more pessimistic about the deal than

men continues to exist. The major cfifferences are as follows:

o The difference between the percentage of women who support (42%) the FIA and the

percentage of men wbo support (57%) the deal bas actuaily increased between May

and August. Ihis is mainiy donc to a 4% drop in the number of women wbo support

the deal. However$ the decline in the number of womcn wbo support the Agreement

does flot resuit in an increase in the number womcn wbo oppose the deat. Instead,

there is an increase in the number of women wbo have no opinion (8% in May to 14%

in August).

o Men continue to be more positive about the Agrcement's potential effects on the

national and provincial economies, as weIl as the anticipatcd cf fects it will have on

their own ceconomic weil-bcing. Iwo-thirds of the meni survcyed feci that the

Agreemnent wilU b. a good thing for the national economy, their provincels economy,

and for their own pcrsonal cconomic situation. Only about balf of womnen indicate

similar optimism.
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o While seven-in-ten men believe that the prices of consumer goods wiII Iikely decrease

under free trade, only 58% of women feet that this wilI Iikely be the case. Women

are also less likeiy (62% vs. 73% of men) to say that Canadian businesses wilI be able

to take advantage of any opportunities that free trade with the United States offers.

o As in the past, women (36%) continue to be more likeiy than men (23%) to rely on the

media in forming up their opinions of the FIA.

o Finally, women are less likely (57%) to have heard of the government's amendments

to the FIA legislation than are men (71%).

B. Age

Canadians age 65 and over continue to b. Ies optimistic about the deai's effects on

Canada and are, as such, less supportive of the deal overali. Specific differences include

the followlng:

o Current support and opposition levels for the FIA among those 65 years of age and

older constitute a reversai of the overaîl results, with 43% suppoeting the deai and

51% opposing.

o Not surprisingly, the concern o! the elderly over the possible loss of social programs

under f ree trade remains focal. Only 54% of those 65 years of age and over feel that

it will b. likely that Canada wili maintain the current government social programs

under free trade compared to 68% of Canadians who feel this way.
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C. EducSation

The thîrd major demographic basis for dit tering opinions on f ree trade relates to the

degree of education that a respondent has attained. Attentiveness and tamilîarity with

the FTA generally increases directiy with the indîiduals level of educational

attainmerlt.

o The universîty educated appear to be following the free trade discussions more

closely than are other Canadians, as 60% of university graduates compared to only

46% on average we indicate they are foiiowing the discussions closely. Malf of ail

university educated respondents say they are familiar with the contents of the deal as

opposed to only 31% of Canadians on average.

o The percentage of respondents who teel that the FTA will be a good thing for the

national economy, the provincial economies and their personal well-being increases

with the amount of ectucation completed.

o Consistent with past survey resuits, only 49% of the university educated feel that the

jobs created by the Free Tracte Agreement are as important as restricting the amount

of influence the United States bas on the Canadian economy.

o Almost haIt (47%) of the university educated claimn they have heard of the federal

government's amendments to the free tracte legisiation regarding Canada's water

resources, compared to only 35% of Canadians on average. This tact, however, does

not resuit in a greater proportion of university educated feeling that water is not

inclucted in the FIA.

Overail, the. well-educated continue to be more optimistic about the tfree tracte dealVs

effects than do other Canadians. Concerns about Canadian sovereiszntv andt how it mav





X. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This final segment of the report presents a summary of the main f indings of the survey.

The sections below correspond with the mariner in which the report was structured.

Attentiveness and Understandîng

o The number of Canadians who are able to say that they understand the f ree trade deai

as wetl as they would like to or who indicate that they are foilowing the discussions

on the Free Trade Agreement closely remains low. For a topic that has dominated

public debate and media coverage over the past year, these low understanding and

attentiveness ratings are on the surface surprising.

o Less than haif of the population say they are following the discussions on f ree trade

closely and only 28% say they understand the issue of f ree trade as well as they would

like to.

Fainiiarity and &çpoCrIIOpposition

o Representative of the low percentage of Canadians who say they understand the issue

of free trade as weil as they would like to and the low percentage who say they are

following the free trade discussions closely, is the 70% of Canadians who say they are

unfamiliar With wvhat is contained in the Agreement.

While the levels of support and opposition





o Passing the f ree trade legislation before January l, 1989 î5 considered important by

about one-haif of Canadians (53%). A fairly strong minority feel that this is flot an

important deadline to meet.

Anticzpated Effects of Free Trade

o Canadians in general do flot feel that the FTA wîll mean that they will become like

Americans. A small'majority believe that the deal i5 flothiflg more than an economic

agreemenit between the two countries.

o Approximately six-in-ten Canadians feel that the FTA will be good for the national

economy, for their own provincial economy, as well as for their own economic

well-being.,

o A majority of Canadians believe that lower prices for consumer goods, the

maintenance of current social programs, and Canadian businesses taking advantage of

the opportunities that free trade with the United States bas to of fer are likely

outcomes of f ree trade.

o On a less positive note, 59% of Canadians agree that the Canadian economy "will

become so closely tied to the U.S. that we will gradually lose our ability to make our

own economic decisions."

Ecoeiomic and Independence lsam

o As seen in previous research, the Canadian public is more likely to say that the jobs

created by free traie are more important than restricting U.S. influence on Canada's

economy. A strong mlnority (38%), however, still hold thie opinion that jobs created- by





o Relatively unclwiged from the previous surveys is the number of people who say they

believe the ETA wiil mean that Canada's ability to play an independent role in the

worid will be weakened (53%6). At the same time, 53% of respondents feet that "we

,should be confident enough about the Free Trade Agreement because Canada's

identity is now strong enough that it no longer needs as much protection through

government measures."

Federai Governiment Management

o Although about two-tlurds of Canadians believe that the federal government has

entered into this free trade deal as part of a general effort to improve Canadals

trading situation ini the world, there remains a majority of Canadians who feel that

Canada is giving too much away to get the Agreement.

o Perhaps the most negative resuit of the survey for the federal government is the fact

that 65% of aduit Canadians think they have not been provided with enough

information about the FTA.

o FulIy three-quarters o! the public surveyed agree that the "important thing now is to

start planning on how to take advantage o! the new opportunities the free trade deal

bas to of fer." This is a belie! which transcends support and opposition Unes.

Free Trade Opinion Leaders

o Canadians continue to turn to a variety of sources for their information about f ree

trade, but StU rely on certain sources to help make up their minds on the free trade
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o Those with obvious vested interests in the outcome of the free trade cfeal are seen as

less credible sources of information, with only one-in-ten respondents sayling they are

reiying most on each of federal government leaders (12%) and provincial government

leaders (10%) in forming their opinions on free trade.

Canadian Water and the FTA

" Sllghtty more than hàlf (52%) of Caadians believe that Canada's water resources are

not included in the FTA. Only 35% of respondents are aware of the government's

amendments to the Agreement, whkch are lntended to restrict the export of Canadian

water te the United States.

" When rsodn are akdwhether or not water is inchaded in the deal (after they

are infornied of the. government's amenments te the deai), a hither percentage say

that water la inctuded in the FTA.
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